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By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's Luxury Memo special reports place emphasis on innovation in marketing, retail, media, digital and
geopolitical efforts, outlining strategy, tactics, execution and results, where possible. These extensive deep-dives
publish Thursday each week and are exclusive to Luxury Daily paid subscribers.

Please click below for the Luxury Memo special reports that published in December 2017: 

Design's role in luxury: Luxury Memo special report

Luxury has always prided itself on exquisite designs. But in an era where marketers are constantly pressured to
innovate and create new products, how can they continuously come up with compelling designs that retain the all-
important brand identity?

Click here to read the entire article

Future of the department store: Luxury Memo special report

Luxury department stores are facing pressure from changing consumer behavior and preferences, forcing them to
evolve to remain competitive.

Click here to read the entire article

Luxury brand affinity and loyalty: Luxury Memo special report

Emotion-fueled brand loyalty is a driving factor of purchase decisions, but are luxury businesses leveraging
consumers' affinity and fervent fandom effectively?

Click here to read the entire article

Luxury in 2018: Special Outlook Edition

The outlook for luxury consumers in 2018 is bright: the rich are getting richer. The challenge for luxury marketers is
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how to get them to spend more.

Click here to read the entire article
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